A framework for the automated analysis of subcellular patterns in human protein atlas images.
The systematic study of subcellular location patterns is required to fully characterize the human proteome, as subcellular location provides critical context necessary for understanding a protein's function. The analysis of tens of thousands of expressed proteins for the many cell types and cellular conditions under which they may be found creates a need for automated subcellular pattern analysis. We therefore describe the application of automated methods, previously developed and validated by our laboratory on fluorescence micrographs of cultured cell lines, to analyze subcellular patterns in tissue images from the Human Protein Atlas. The Atlas currently contains images of over 3000 protein patterns in various human tissues obtained using immunohistochemistry. We chose a 16 protein subset from the Atlas that reflects the major classes of subcellular location. We then separated DNA and protein staining in the images, extracted various features from each image, and trained a support vector machine classifier to recognize the protein patterns. Our results show that our system can distinguish the patterns with 83% accuracy in 45 different tissues, and when only the most confident classifications are considered, this rises to 97%. These results are encouraging given that the tissues contain many different cell types organized in different manners, and that the Atlas images are of moderate resolution. The approach described is an important starting point for automatically assigning subcellular locations on a proteome-wide basis for collections of tissue images such as the Atlas.